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Dear reader,
This Newsletter accompanies the biggest, tardiest issue of our Journal yet produced,
in our three years of existence! When Mickey Oove was Editor, she made sure that the
Spring issue appeared in March - that remains my goal too, for future issues, but my
ambitions for this issue overwhelmed my schedule. We went to press on April 15, then
somehow our publisher took 6 weeks to produce this issue! My apologies.
In any case, we hope you will enjoy our latest attempt at a Journal that you will want
to study and keep. We hope you will help .us find ways to improve it - let us know your
ideas. And we hope you will help support the costs of producing this issue and more
ambitious ones to come: We need- your ideas about how to increase our membership,
and we very much appreciate your financial support as well.
This issue of our Newsletter is the smallest you may ever see: that's due to the size
of the Journal it accompanies! Our purpose here is just to update the information
provided in our Journal about three key items of special importance to Jussians:
1. JBS-USA's Conference in Minnesota (June 27-July 1).
2. JBS-USA and the Embassy of Sweden cosponsor Bertil Bengtsson's Evening
Seminar with the Smithsonian Institution, on April 26.

3.

New transfers by Monopoly of Jussi's recordings from the 1930s and 1940s are
creating much enthusiasm among our members.

1. Conference plans are outlined on pp. 3-4 of our Journal, but we now can include
much more information about the events of Saturday and Sunday, J,une 30 and July 1.
At 9:00 AM on Saturday, Greg Fitzmaurice and Walter Rudolph will contribute to our
series of tributes to "other singers we love," Greg speaking on baritone Igor Gorin and
Walter on basso Giorgio Tozzi. We are pleased that Giorgio and his wife Monte will be
present for this occasion, and also to participate in our afternoon panels on Jussi Bjorling
"in live performance" and "the man and the artist."
Further, our gala dinner that evening will begin early, at 5:30, to allow time for all the
Jun events planned. Our keynote speaker will be Minneota's Bill Holm, " radical ·humorist"
and "truthfui and graceful writer" of The Heart Can Be Filled Anywhere on Earth and
other books. (N.B. The quotes are from Garrison Keillor; the town really is Minneota.)
There will also be an auction of some really exciting things, from the Bjorling family, the
Borlange Museum, the Met Archives and distinguished private collections.
Our program will end with several Swedish songs from the stirring tenor of Kevin
Carlson.
Our events of Sunday will include Cantor Don Goldberg's talk entiUed "Jussi and his
baritones," and a tour of the American Swedish Institute concluding with a concert by
Kevin Carlson at 3:00 PM.
2. All that you need to know about Bertil Bengtsson's "evening seminar" on June 26 at
the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden in Washington DC is listed on the poster
reproduced overside, to which we refer you. (That poster should adorn the back cover
of the current issue of our Journal, but somehow the publisher erred. Alas.)

3. During May the bjorling@yahoogroups.com chatlist buzzed about the startlingly
"alive" sound of Monopoly's two 2-CD sets 2053, 2054 of recordings of live
performances and 78s from the 1930s and '40s. These sets already are discussed in
the current Journal, p. 56, but now it seems much more needs to be said on them. For
starters, we suggest you check the bjorling-list archives for postings by Kristian
Krogholm, Harald Henrysson, Sue Flaster, Elleri Lienhard and others (list administrator
Mickey Dove may be able to help you find these). And in a future issue we hope to try to
explain what the Korean company Monopoly may have done, technically, to succeed in
"opening up" these classic recordings. For now, we simply quote a few of Kristian
Krogholm's remarks:
"The sound of these Monopoly sets has an amazing space definition. Previously,
when there was a crescendo, you heard only an increase of sound volume. The sound
was_still flat somehow, and you never really could get the feeling of how radiant that
voice actually was. Here you actually can feel the voice rise, and the voice is alive,
.warm and incredibly brilliant. ... I am thrilled to hear that these old setections can actually
sound this good. The set is wonderful throughout."
Note: The USA distributor is Qualiton in New York City at 718-937-8515.
From your Editor, Dan Shea (dshea @chorus.het, 608-231-31 17)

